
a high standard in traditional epidemiology but has done
poorly at translating the results into practice.

There are more obstacles to establishing such a policy in
Britain than the natural reluctance of the British to think in
abstractions. Firstly, the targets of the health for all pro-
gramme are not well known and the government is doing little
to encourage their dissemination. This is not surprising when
the first target is to reduce inequalities in health by a quarter:
in Britain we are going in the opposite direction." Secondly,
as several speakers at the conference emphasised, shifts in the
pattern of health research are hard to achieve without extra
money. If funds are going to have to be taken away from
biomedical research to fund public health research then
the research establishment -the Medical Research Council-
is going to sabotage the plans. Thirdly, governments
everywhere-and certainly the British government-are
unenthusiastic about health services research because it illust-
rates their failures. They much prefer scientists to mess
around with rat mitochondria.

Finally, a national research policy might be especially
difficult to achieve in Britain because medical research is

effectively being "privatised": industry and the charities are
funding more research than the government. 12-14 But, although
this diversity may make the task of developing a policy more
difficult, it also makes a policy more essential.

RICHARD SMITH
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Disciplining midwives

A better system is needed

Much publicity has recently been given to the United
Kingdom Central Council (UKCC) for Nursing, Midwifery,
and Health Visiting removing Jilly Rosser, an independent
midwife, from the register (p 811).' Other cases have also been
receiving press attention, but during the past three years the
council has removed from the register 10 midwives, only the
last of whom was in independent practice. In the case of Ms
Rosser the press has tended to favour her over the council, and
some biased reports have caused disquiet among other
midwives. There is now a danger that public confidence in
midwives will be shaken by accusation and counteraccusation.
To reassure the public the relation of the UKCC to midwifery
should be reviewed.
Midwifery in England used to be regulated by the Central

Midwives Board, which in 1969 included only six midwives
among its 17 members.2 Most of the others were doctors. In
1983 the board was abolished, and control of midwifery
passed to the UKCC and four national boards (English, Irish,
Scottish, and Welsh) for nursing, midwifery, and health
visiting. The national boards supervise education, and each
has 45 members, 30 of whom are elected by the nursing
professions. The UKCC is concerned with discipline and also
has 45 members, seven from each national board and 17
appointed by the Secretary of State for Health. At present
these appointees, who help to oversee 500 000 nurses and
30 000 practising midwives, include only three doctors, one of
whom happens to be an obstetrician.
The UKCC differs in several ways from the General

Medical Council, which is responsible for disciplining
doctors. By law the General Medical Council must include lay
people, but no such requirement applies to the UKCC. The
General Medical Council is not ordinarily concerned with
errors in diagnosis or treatment,3 but the UKCC concerns
itself with clinical matters. Midwives are required to abide by
the "midwives rules" which the UKCC inherited from the
Central Midwives Board and subsequently modified,4 and

midwives are also guided by the UKCC's codes ofpractice and
of professional conduct. These documents lay down detailed
guidelines, and departure from them may result in a formal
complaint against a midwife.

Such complaints come from three main sources-patients,
colleagues, and professional midwifery managers. Most come
from managers. A complaint to the UKCC is referred to the
invesuigating committee of the appropriate national board,
which reviews documentary evidence. If this committee
decides there may be a case to answer the midwife appears
before the professional conduct committee of the UKCC,
which has the power to remove her name from the register.
The committee, which has jurisdiction over nurses and health
visitors as well as midwives, usually consists of five council
members, who must be "selected with due regard to the
professional field" under discussion. This means that a
midwife is judged by midwives, some ofwhom are in practice,
and probably by an obstetrician if the council happens to
include one. A midwife disbarred from practice has the right
of appeal to the high court or the court of session.
The first step in reviewing the relation of the UKCC to

midwifery should be to appoint lay members to the council.
The General Medical Council has several lay members (and
the Central Midwives Board had one), and it is surprising that
the UKCC does not include this safeguard against accusations
that the nursing professions are monolithic. Although the
UKCC professional conduct committee's proceedings are
public (and are often held outside London), and although
community health councils are invited to observe them, the
public has no official voice on the council. The UKCC should
also include more obstetricians. In disciplining midwives the
most delicate questions relate to decisions about summoning
medical aid, and obstetric opinions would help the council.
Although midwives do not want to return to when their
profession was supervised by doctors, the UKCC should not
reject the help of obstetricians.
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In the longer term, however, midwives have to face a more
important question. Do they want their profession to be
regulated by disciplinary procedures designed primarily for
nurses? Midwives are practitioners in their own right. Doctors
are not governed by firm rules, and the General Medical
Council recognises the importance of individual judgment in
clinical matters. Though the midwives' rules should remain,
at least for the time being, the midwives' disciplinary system
should be seen to recognise how delicate the interpretation of
these rules may be. The high court, which hears appeals
against UKCC decisions, should not be the forum in which
midwives regulate themselves. A separate disciplinary system

for midwives that recognises their status as practitioners may
be the best way to avoid further damaging public disputes.
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Regular Review

Recent research on the causes of Alzheimer's disease

What causes neuronal death, and why the specific patterns?

Alzheimer's disease is now the commonest primary degenera-
tive dementia, accounting for at least half of all the cases of
dementia examined at necropsy. As the numbers of elderly
people in our population increase, moreover, it will become
one of the most frequent causes of death, affecting at least a
20th of those aged over 65 and as many as a quarter over 80.
Until 20 years ago Alzheimer's disease was regarded as one of
the inevitable consequences of aging, but recent research has
shown that this is too simple a picture.
The neuropathological changes in Alzheimer's disease

are characteristic: neuronal loss, senile plaques, and neuro-
fibrillary tangles. So it was natural to conclude that here was a
disease entity, with its own causes, natural course, and
potential specific treatment. Such a conclusion gained
impetus from the discovery of the cholinergic deficit in
Alzheimer's disease. Central cholinergic systems had already
been implicated in neuropharmacological models of memory
and so it seemed plausible that the profound memory
disturbances in Alzheimer's disease were caused by a selective
loss of cholinergic neurones.' Soon it became clear, however,
that the picture was by no means so simple. Deficits were
consistently found in other brain neuropeptides, particularly
corticotrophin releasing factor2 and somatostatin.3
The clinical features (memory deficits, poor judgment, and

deterioration in temperament and behaviour) lead gradually
and indirectly to death and so impair the demented patients
that they need full time care. These same clinical features
point to a large problem for research. We know so little about
the biological basis of higher mental functions that we cannot
distinguish which among the many known abnormalities
produce the symptoms and which initiate the disease. Here
we review the recent studies on molecular mechanisms in the
causes of Alzheimer's disease.

Genetic studies
Although only one in 1000 of the general population under

the age of 65 has Alzheimer's disease,4 about one in three
patients with the condition have a similarly affected first
degree relative-a pattern consistent with the effects of an
autosomal dominant gene.5 Nevertheless, such a finding does
not necessarily imply a genetic cause: shared environmental
factors might be responsible and in any case the incidence
might be exaggerated by selective reporting.

Studies of twins can help evaluate the genetic and environ-
mental factors. Kallman et al studied 108 pairs of twins in
whom each index twin had senile dementia (in most cases
diseases like Alzheimer's), finding that monozygotic twins
had a rate of concordance of 43%, dizygotic twins 81%,
siblings 7%, and parents 3%.6 Hence, though genetic factors
are an important causal factor, others also play an appreciable
part-a point emphasised in other studies.7

Another genetic angle has come from neuropathological
studies of middle aged patients dying with Down's syndrome
who show changes indistinguishable from Alzheimer's dis-
ease.' The inference often drawn is that excess genetic
material on chromosome 21 may cause Alzheimer's disease.
This has stimulated much research for a specific gene on
chromosome 21 coding for a protein associated with abnormal
aging or neuronal death, in which cerebral amyloidogenic
proteins have provided a starting point. Intracellular amyloid
consists mostly of neurofibrillary tangles made up of paired
helical filaments. Extracellular amyloid is the main protein
component of amyloid filaments deposited as plaques among
degenerating neurones near the cerebral vessels.910 Vascular
amyloid is now known to be part of a much larger precursor,
possibly a membrane structure, with its gene on chromosome
21."' Early in 1987 the pedigrees of four families were
described in which Alzheimer's disease seemed to be
an autosomal dominant, the genetic defect also being on
chromosome 21.12 Soon it was being suggested that the
"familial Alzheimer gene" and the amyloid protein gene were
identical."3 Further studies showed, however, that these
claims could not be supported: in familial Alzheimer's disease
the disorder does not segregate exclusively with the amyloid
protein gene and this gene is not present in excess in either
sporadic Alzheimer's disease or Down's syndrome.'4"1It is
now clear that the gene for the amyloid protein is not the gene
for familial Alzheimer's disease and is not the cause of
Alzheimer's disease. 16 Nevertheless, abnormalities in the
control of the synthesis of cerebral amyloidogenic proteins
may still be shown to contribute to Alzheimer's disease.

More immediately relevant is the application of these
genetic observations to the threshold model of Alzheimer's
disease.'7 In the familial condition the genetic contribution
would be less than in Down's syndrome and the contribution
of factors related to age would be greater. In so called
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